
Memorandum of Understanding 
between the 

Wellington Exempted Village School District Board of Education 
and the 

Wellington Education Association 
 
 
 This Memorandum of Understanding is entered into by and between the Wellington 

Exempted Village School District Board of Education (“the   Board”) and the Wellington 

Education   Association   (“the   Association”)   regarding   the   Ohio   Teacher   Evaluation   System  

(“OTES”). 

 WHEREAS, the Board and the Association are parties to a Negotiated Agreement with 

an expiration date of June 30, 2016; and 

 WHEREAS, due to changes in Ohio law requiring boards of education to follow OTES, 

the parties created an OTES Committee to develop the OTES procedure for the teaching 

employees of the Wellington Exempted Village School District; and  

 WHEREAS, the parties have agreed upon a new Article to be added to the Negotiated 

Agreement containing the OTES procedure and evaluation instruments; and  

 WHEREAS, all other terms and conditions of the Negotiated Agreement between the 

parties shall remain in full force and effect for the duration of the Negotiated Agreement.   

 NOW, THEREFORE, THE PARTIES AGREE TO THE FOLLOWING NEW ARTICLE 

TO THE NEGOTIATED AGREEMENT: 

OHIO  TEACHER  EVALUATION  SYSTEM  (“OTES”) 
 
xx.01 Purpose   
 

A. To serve as a tool to advance the professional learning and practice of teachers 
individually and collectively in the District.   

 
B. To inform instruction.   
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C. To assist teachers and administrators in identifying and developing best 
educational practices in order to provide the greatest opportunity for student 
learning and achievement.   

 
xx.02 Application   
 

A. The OTES procedure described in this Article applies to District employees who 
meet one of the following categories:   

 
1. A teacher working under a license issued under Ohio Revised Code 

(ORC) Sections 3319.22, 3319.26 or 3319.226 who spends at least 
50 percent of his/her time providing content-related student instruction; or   

 
2. A teacher working under a permanent certificate issued under 

ORC 3319.222 as existed prior to September 2013 who spends at least 
50 percent of his/her time providing content-related student instruction; or   

 
3. A teacher working under a permanent certificate issued under 

ORC 3319.222 as it existed prior to September 2006 who spends at least 
50 percent of his/her time providing content-related student instruction; or   

 
4. A teacher working under a permit issued under ORC 3319.301 who 

spends at least 50 percent of his/her time providing content-related student 
instruction.   

 
B. This teacher evaluation policy does not apply to substitute teachers or instructors 

of adult education.   
 
C. Teachers not subject to the Ohio Teacher Evaluation System (OTES) shall be 

evaluated under the Evaluation Procedure contained in Article IX.   
 
xx.03 Definitions   
 

A. Credentialed Evaluator   
 

Evaluations will be conducted by persons holding evaluator credentials 
established by the Ohio Department of Education.  Evaluators must complete 
state-sponsored evaluation training and pass the online credentialing assessment.   

 
Staff members will be evaluated by their building administrators, unless chosen 
otherwise by accomplished rated teachers.   

 
The Association and the Superintendent will develop, approve, and maintain a list 
of other credentialed evaluators.   
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B. Core Subject Area   
 

Core Subject Area means reading and English language arts, mathematics, 
science, foreign language, government, economics, fine arts, history, and 
geography.   

 
C. Days 
 
 “Days”  for   the  purpose  of   the  OTES  procedure  shall  mean  school days, and not 

calendar days. 
 
D. Effectiveness Rating   

 
Teachers are assigned an effectiveness rating of Accomplished, Skilled, 
Developing, or Ineffective.  An effectiveness rating is based on the following two 
categories:  (1) Teacher performance and (2) Student Growth Measures.  Fifty 
percent (50%) of the evaluation will be attributed to teacher performance, and 
fifty percent (50%) will be attributed to measures of student growth.   
 

E. Evaluation Instruments 
 
 The following forms are the evaluation instruments used in the OTES procedure: 
 
 Appendix A  Self-Assessment Summary Tool 
 Appendix B  Teacher Performance Evaluation Rubric 
 Appendix C  Informal Observation (Walkthrough) 
 Appendix D  Final Summative Rating of Teacher Effectiveness 
 Appendix E  Professional Growth Plan 
 Appendix F  Improvement Plan 
 Appendix G  Evaluation Matrix 
 
F. Student Learning Objectives (SLOs)   

 
Student Learning Objectives include goals identified by a teacher or group of 
teachers, and approved by the administration, which identify expected outcomes 
or growth targets for a group of students over a period of time.   

 
G. Shared Attribution Measures   

 
Shared Attribution Measures encompasses student growth measures that can be 
attributed to a group.  Shared attribution measures are assigned/attributed to a 
group of appropriately licensed educators who consistently meet to 
collaboratively plan and provide instruction and/or intervention for a student or 
defined group of students on a specific topic and/or grade level and which may or 
may not be reported in the teacher-student data linkage system.   
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H. Value-Added   
 

Value-Added refers to the EVAAS Value-Added methodology provided by SAS, 
Inc., which provides a measure of student progress at the District and school level 
based  on  each  student’s  scores  on state issued standardized assessments.   

 
I. Vendor Assessment   

 
Vendor Assessment refers to student assessments approved by the Ohio 
Department of Education that measure mastery of the course content for the 
appropriate grade level, which may include nationally-normed standardized 
assessment, industry certification exams, or end-of-course examinations for grade 
level and subjects for which the Value-Added measure does not apply.   
 

xx.04 Evaluation Policy Consultation Committee   
 

An Evaluation Committee will meet annually in May to make recommendations to the 
Evaluation process based on information reported to the Committee by teachers and 
evaluators.  The Evaluation Committee will be comprised of four (4) members appointed 
by the Superintendent and four (4) members appointed by the Association.  The 
committee shall be advisory only.  Any recommended changes by the committee to the 
evaluation procedure shall be subject to ratification by the Association and Board 
approval. 

 
xx.05 Orientation   
 

A. All teachers will receive an orientation regarding the evaluation process within 
the first ten (10) days of the school year.   

 
B. No later than September 15 of each year, or in the case of a new teacher, within 

thirty (30) days of the first day employed, each teacher will be notified in writing 
of the name and position of his/her evaluator.   

 
C. In the event a teacher performs work under the supervision of more than one 

supervisor, one (1) supervisor shall be designated as the evaluating supervisor.  
Where a teacher is split among buildings, the formal observations shall be split so 
that the teacher will be observed by a supervisor from each building during the 
school year.  In   the  event   that   the   teacher’s  evaluating  supervisor   is  unavailable 
(due to a long-term absence or leave), another credentialed evaluator employed by 
the Board as an administrator will be assigned.   
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xx.06 Evaluation Procedures   
 

A. Self-Assessment 
 
 Teachers may complete a self-assessment form (Appendix A) to identify strengths 

and areas for growth.  Completion of the self-assessment is optional and within 
the  teacher’s  discretion  to  share  the  form  with  his  or  her  credentialed  evaluator. 

 
B. Evaluation Schedule   

 
1. Teachers shall be evaluated once each school year, said evaluation shall 

include at least two (2) formal observations and periodic classroom 
walkthroughs.   

 
2. Teachers on a limited contract who are under consideration for 

renewal/nonrenewal shall receive at least three (3) formal observations in 
addition to periodic classroom walkthroughs.   

 
3. A teacher who has been granted a continuing contract by the Board of 

Education  and  who   receives  a   rating  of  “Accomplished”  on  his/her  most  
recent evaluation shall be evaluated every other school year.  With 
approval   by   the   Principal,   “Accomplished”   teachers   may   complete   a  
project that demonstrates continued growth and practice in lieu of one (1) 
formal observation.   

 
4. The evaluation shall be completed no later than the first day of May.  No 

later than May 10th, the evaluator will provide a copy of the formal written 
evaluation report to the teacher (Appendix D).  Within five (5) workdays 
after the administrator issues the written evaluation report to the teacher, a 
post-evaluation conference will be held between the teacher and the 
evaluator.   

 
C. Observations   

 
1. A formal observation shall last a minimum of thirty (30) continuous 

minutes.   
 

2 The first formal observation shall be preceded by a conference between 
the evaluator and the employee prior to the observation in order for the 
employee to explain plans and objectives for the classroom situation to be 
observed.  All subsequent observations will be unannounced.   

 
3. A post-observation conference shall be held no later than five (5) school 

days after each observation.  If unforeseen circumstances require the 
conference to be held later, it will be rescheduled for a mutually-agreeable 
date.  The evaluator shall provide the teacher with copies of all written 
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documentation from the observation during the post-observation 
conference.  (Appendix B) 

 
4. There shall be at least ten (10) school days between formal observations.   
 
5. If   after   the   second   formal   observation,   a   teacher’s   performance   is   found  

deficient to the extent that adverse personnel action may result, a 
minimum of one additional observation shall be scheduled. 

 
D. Walkthroughs   

 
1. Walkthroughs shall be at least five (5) consecutive minutes but not more 

than twenty (20) consecutive minutes, and should be of sufficient duration 
to allow the evaluator to assess the focus of the walkthrough.   

 
2. Written comments must be shared with the employee within five (5) days 

after the walkthrough.  If unforeseen circumstances do not allow for 
written feedback to be issued within five (5) days, the teacher and 
evaluator will determine a mutually-agreeable date for the written 
comments to be provided. 

 
3. Data gathered from the walkthrough will be recorded on the Teacher 

Walkthrough Document.  (Appendix C) 
 

E. Performance Assessment   
 

1. The 50 percent teacher performance measure shall be based on the Ohio 
Standards for the Teaching Profession.   

 
2. The evaluator will compile data from information obtained from 

professional growth or improvement plans, observations, walkthroughs, 
and conferences to determine the teacher performance rating.   

 
F. Student Growth Measures   

 
1. Student growth means the change in student achievement for an individual 

student between two (2) or more points in time.   
 

2. A student who has forty-five (45) or more unexcused absences for the 
school year will not be included in the determination of student academic 
growth.  This component of the evaluation includes, where available, one 
or more of the following:   

 
a. Teacher-level value-added data (or alternative student academic 

progress measures if adopted under ORC 3302.02(C)(1)(e));   
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b. ODE approved assessments;   
 

c. And/or locally-determined measures; in accordance with State law 
and  State  Board  of  Education  requirements  (“SLOs”).     

 
3. When available, value-added data or an alternative student academic 

progress measure if adopted under ORC 3302.03(C)(1)(e) shall be 
included in the multiple measures used to evaluate student growth in 
proportion   to   the  part  of   the   teacher’s   schedule   of   courses  or   subject   for  
which the value-added progress dimension is applicable.   

 
4. Until June 30, 2014, if a   teacher’s  schedule   is  comprised  only of courses 

or subjects for which value-added data is applicable, the majority of the 
student academic growth factor of the evaluation shall be based on the 
value-added progress dimension.  On or after July 1,  2014, the entire 
student academic factor of the evaluation for such teachers shall be based 
on the value added progress dimension.   

 
5. Data from these approved measures of student growth will be converted to 

a score in one of three (3) levels of student growth:   
 

a. Above   
 

b. Expected   
 

c. Below   
 

G. SLO Review Committee   
 

Four (4) SLO Review Committees will be formed:   
 

a. Grades 9 through 12;   
 

b. Grades 7 through 8;   
 

c. Grades 4 through 6; and   
 

d. Grades Pre-K through 3.   
 

Each SLO Review Committee will be comprised of two (2) administrators and 
two (2) teacher representatives.  Teacher representatives will be appointed by the 
Association.  All committee members must have received SLO training.  Each 
SLO Review Committee will develop guidelines for submission and approval of 
SLOs.  All decisions of each SLO Committee will be reached by consensus.   
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H. Finalization of Evaluation   
 

1. Each   teacher’s  performance  rating  will  be  combined  with   the  assessment  
of student growth measures to produce the summative evaluation rating 
based upon the Evaluation Matrix (Appendix G).   

 
2. The final evaluation will be completed by the evaluator by May 1st.   

 
3. No later than May 10th, the evaluator will provide a copy of the formal 

written evaluation report to the teacher (Appendix D).  Within five (5) 
days after the administrator issues the written evaluation report to the 
teacher, a post-evaluation conference will be held between the teacher and 
the evaluator. 

 
4. The teacher and evaluator shall sign the formal written evaluation report.  

The   teacher’s   signature   shall   verify   notification   to   the   teacher   that   the  
evaluation will be placed on file, but shall not be construed as evidence 
that the teacher agrees with the contents of the evaluation report.   

 
5. The teacher shall have the right to make a written response to the 

evaluation and to have it attached to the evaluation report to be placed in 
the   teacher’s   personnel   file.      A   copy,   signed   by   both   parties,   shall   be  
provided to the teacher.   

 
6. The teacher’s Final Summative Rating Report (Appendix D) will be 

submitted to the Ohio Department of Education through the eTPES 
System. 

 
xx.07 Professional Growth Plans and Professional Improvement Plans   
 

Teachers  must  develop  Professional  Growth  or  Improvement  Plans  based  on  the  teacher’s  
level of student growth.  Professional growth and improvement plans shall be completed 
and submitted by the last day of the school year.   

 
 A. Professional Growth Plans   
 

1. Teachers whose performance rating indicated above expected levels of 
student growth will develop a professional growth plan and may choose 
their credentialed evaluator utilizing the components set forth in the 
Teacher Evaluation Form.  (Appendix E) 

 
2. Teachers whose performance rating indicates expected levels of student 

growth will develop a professional growth plan collaboratively with 
his/her credentialed evaluator and will have input on his/her evaluator for 
the next evaluation cycle, utilizing the components set forth in the Teacher 
Evaluation Form.  (Appendix E) 
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B. Professional Improvement Plan   

 
1. Teachers whose performance rating indicates below expected levels of 

student growth will develop a professional improvement plan with their 
credentialed evaluator.  The administration will assign the evaluator for 
the subsequent evaluation cycle and approve the professional 
improvement plan, utilizing the components set forth in the Teacher 
Evaluation Form.  (Appendix F) 

 
2. A professional improvement plan is a clearly articulated assistance 

program for a teacher whose student growth measure dimension of the 
evaluation is below the expected level of student growth and shall include:   

 
a. Specific performance expectations, resources and assistance to be 

provided;   
 

b. Timelines for its completion; and   
 

c. Monetary, time, material, and human resources.   
 
xx.08 Personnel Action   
 

A. The evaluations produced will serve to inform the Board on employment 
decisions, i.e., retention, promotion of teachers, renewal of teaching contracts, and 
the removal/nonrenewal of poorly performing teachers.   

 
B. Nothing in this policy will be deemed to prevent the Board from exercising its 

rights to nonrenew, terminate, or suspend a teaching contract as provided by law 
and the terms of the collective bargaining agreement in effect between it and the 
Wellington Education Association.     

 
C. Any time limits or deadlines included in the OTES Evaluation Procedure not 

mandated by law may be extended by mutual agreement of the teacher and the 
administration.   

 
xx.09 Due Process   
 

A teacher shall be entitled to Association representation at any conference held during 
this procedure in which the teacher will be advised of an impending adverse personnel 
action.   
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 IN WITNESS WHEREOF this Memorandum of Understanding is entered into on the ___ 

day of ______________, 2013. 

 
WELLINGTON EXEMPTED VILLAGE  WELLINGTON EDUCATION 
SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF    ASSOCIATION 
EDUCATION 
 
 
              
Board President     Association Co-President 
 
              
Superintendent     Association Co-President 
 
              
Treasurer 


































